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New Aerovox Wire Wound Resistors
We take pleasure in announc-

ing a new line of wire wound re-
sistors designed especially to
meet requirements for low priced
high resistance units of small
dimensions and high wattage car-
rying capacity. In addition to
our line of Pyrohm vitreous
enamel resistors and carbon re-
sistors which are extensively used
in all forms of radio and electrical
equipment, these new resistors
meet many special needs in ap-
paratus of various types.

The new resistors, Types 930,
931, 932 and 933 illustrated here-
with, are wound on a porcelain
tube with a special high grade
resistance wire of low tempera-
ture coefficient. The entire unit
is completely coated with a newly
developed refractory compound
which resists wear and will not
chip or crack. The 5 watt resis-
tors, Type 931, of the same
dimensions as our standard 1

watt carbon resistors, Type 1094.
All units are provided with pig

tad terminal leads 2" long for
mounting and wiring and can be
made in all standard resistance
values up to the maximum in-
dicated with an asterisk (s) in
the accompanying table.

Enclosed with this issue of the
Research Worker will be found a
circular giving an outline of two
new text -books recently published
by the Radio Technical Publish-
ing Co., in which Aerovox Con-
densers and Resistors are illus-
trated and described as typical
examples of modern components
for use in various radio circuits.

Aerovox products have not
only been chosen by the authors
of these books to illustrate the
text of their work for the instruc-
tion of radio students and service-
men, but are also extensively used
in the laboratories of leading
technical schools and colleges
throughout the country.

Types 930, 931, 932
and 933 Resistors

rya
tandard Values. Sizes Liu Prices

412 Watts Dimensions
Rea

930 la "x17 500

Lriinu

.35
930
930 W"xl" 5,000 40
930

931 toms^ 1,000
931 iantlar 5,000
931 4574134" 10.000
931 straits -MAW
931 44,13/4" 50,0003

932 is feet- 6.005
535 12h^er 0,005

932 Is fear 20,000
932 12 WOO
932 la 40,000
932 12 ii"." 0,050
933 17h a2^70,0004
933 la 10,000
933 18 14.4317 Steer
933 la fear seen
933 18 40,000
933 18

933 IS ie." 5,000
933 18 .3,"43" 100,0004 1.00
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Resistance - Capacity Filters for Plate
and Grid Circuits

By the Engineering Department, Aeration Wireless Corporation

PLATE and grid circuit filters
consisting of resistors and

condensers prove very effective
in reducing the coupling between
the input and output circuits of
vacuum tubes and amplifiers.
Consider, for example, the circuit
shown in Fig. I which represents
a typical detector circuit with a
resistance capacity filter consist-
ing of R2 and CO connected in
the plate circuit. Such a circuit
eliminates common coupling be-
tween the detector and other
tubes.

In a circuit such as is shown in
Fig. 1, the B plus terminal would
be connected to the proper tap
on the rectifier filter system. It
is desirable that the A. C. audio
currents in the detector circuit
be prevented from flowing
through the B supply circuit.
The audio currents can be con-
fined to the detector circuit by
means of the filter consisting of
122 and C2. Let us analyze this
circuit and see how this filter
functions in order to keep the
audio frequency currents con-
fined to the detector circuit.

To the input of the detector,
we apply a modulated radio fre-
quency voltage and let us assume
that, as a result of the detector
action, we get in the plate circuit,
at a certain moment, a one hun-
dred cycle signal with a magni-

tude of ten volts. This voltage
will came a current to flow
through the plate resistance of
the detector tube, through the
load resistance R1, and hence
through the condenser C2 back

Fig. 1

to the cathode of the detector
tube. Since the impedance of
She condenser C2 should (for
proper design) lcw in com-
parison with RI, the A. C. cur-
rent will be nearly equal to

E

Rp+Rt

If Rp, the plate resistance of the
detector, is 25,000 ohms and RI
is 100,000 ohms, then the current
will be

10
- 25,000 +100,000
= 0.00008 AMPERES
= 0.08 MA

This current has two paths to
follow. One path in through C2
to B- and bias resistor to cathode
and the other path is through R2
then through the B supply circuit,
hence to B minus and back to the
cathode. Since we want the cur-
rents to follow the first path,
through C2 direct to B-, we must
make the reactance of CO much
less than the resistance of R2. By
referring to the reactance chart
published in the preceding issue
of the "Research Worker" we find
that the reactance of the 10 mfd.
condenser is 160 ohms at 100 cy-
cles, the reactance of a 1 mid.
condenser 1600 ohms, and the re-
actance of a .1 mfd. condenser,
16,000 ohms at 100 cycles.

An idea of the value of R2
can be obtained from the curve
shown in Fig. 2 which shows to
a closer approximation how the
degree of filtering depends upon
the relation between the resis-
tance of R2 and the reactance of
C2. It will be noted that the
percentage of the total current
flowing through C2 the desired
path increases very rapidly with
increase in the ratio of R2 to the
reactance of C2. Beyond the ratio
of about 50, there is but a slight
increase in filtering efficiency and
we can therefore say that the re-
sistance in such a filter should
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have a value of about 50 times
greater than the reactance of C2
at the lowest frequency it is de-
sired to filter. If we design the
filter to function efficiently at the
lowest frequency, then it will be
even more efficient at higher fre-
quencies due to the fact that the
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be found in practically all high
quality amplifiers.

Which combination of the
above capacities and resistances
would actually be used would de-
pend somewhat upon the circuit
of the amplifier. In most cases
the combination of a 1 mfd. con -
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Fig. 2

reactance of the condenser de-
creases as the frequency increases.

It will be appreciated that
there is nothing absolute about
this ratio of 50 and that in cer-
tain circuits higher ratios may
prove desirable. Our purpose
here is simply to indicate the ba-
si of operation in such circuits
without attempting to do the im-
possible of setting down any
hard and fast rules.

If we assume a ratio of fifty,
then the following resistance
values would be used:

If C2 is Then R2 should be
10.0 Mfd. 8,000 ohms
1.0 " 80,000 "
0.1 " 800,000 "

Any one of these combinations
will reduce the current through
the B supply circuits to about
2% of what it would be without
the filter. It is not surprising
therefore that such fitters are to

denser and 80,000 ohm resistor
would prove most desirable.
Higher values of capacity would
increase the cost and smaller
values of capacity would necessi-
tate a resistance of such a high
value as to cause a serious reduc-
tion in the voltage actually ap-
plied to the plate of the tube. It
is necessary that the experimen-
ter determine in a particular am-
plifier which combination will in
his particular case give the best
compromise between cost and
efficiency.

Such circuits also have the ef-
fect of reducing the hum voltage
applied to the tube. No B sup-
ply filter circuit is perfect and
there will always be some hum
voltage across the output of the
filter. This hum voltage will
cause a small A. C. current to be
present in the plate current
cuits of all the tubes. Referring
again to Fig. I, this A. C. cur-

rent will have to flow through
R2 and hence through either C2
or RI. Since the impedance of
C2 should be much lower than
the resistance of RI, practically
all the current flows through C2
and the A. C. hum voltage ef-
fectively in the plate circuit of
the tube is therefore the same as
the A. C. hum voltage across the
condenser.

In terms of the hum voltage
output from the B power filter
circuit, the A. C. hum current
flowing through R2 and C2 will
be equal to

-

and working with this equation,
we finally can determine that the
ratio of the hum voltage from the
B supply to the hum voltage
present in the tube circuit is pro-
portional to

V (R., t9J C + I

Since (12eWCO2 will, in
proper filter circuit, be much
larger than unity, we can neglect
the latter in the above square
root and say that the reduction
in hum voltage applied to the
tube is proportional to 1251NCe
which is really the ratio of the
resistance of the reactance. If
we refer to Fig. 2, we find that
the degree of filtering of the
A. C. signal currents is propor-
tional to the same ratio since R2
divided by Xce is the same as
RaWCa.

We can say 'in conclusion
therefore that a resistance capa-
city filter in the plate circuit of a
tube does two things: It keeps
the audio currents in the proper
circuit and thereby prevents
common coupling, and secondly,
it reduces the hum voltage ap-
plied to the tube. In both cases
the effectiveness of the circuit is
proportional to R, -WC, the ratio
of the resistance to the reactance.

The fact that such filter cir-
cuits reduce the hum applied to
a particular tube does not neces-
sarily mean that the hum in the
laud speaker will be decreased

by the same amount. The hum
in the loud speaker depends
upon many things, and one of
the most important of these is
the manner in which the hum
voltage from one tube combines
with the hum voltage in another
tube. If the hum voltage in one
tube is such as to balance out the
hum voltage of another tube,
then the overall hum is de-
creased. M a circuit in which
this was occurring, there would
result an increase in hum from
the loud speaker if a hum filter
circuit was placed in the plate
circuit of any tube, since reduc-
ing the hum from the tube would
mean that the balancing out ef-
fect could no longer occur and
the loud speaker hum would
therefore increase. If, on the
other hand, the hum voltages
from the various tubes were such
as to aid each other, then reduc-
ing the hum in any one circuit
would cause a corresponding re-
duction in the hum from the
loud speaker.

An example of this was re-
cently experienced in the labora-
tory in some tests to reduce the
hum output from a midget re-
ceiver. It was found possible to
decrease the hum to a negligible
value by decreasing the effective-
ness of the filter in the plate cir-
cuit of the detector. This in-
creased the hum in the detector
circuit which balanced out the
hum produced in the power tube
circuit and caused a marked
overall reduction in the hum
audible from the loud speaker.
Consideration of these facts
must be realized in any experi-
mental work on amplifiers for it
is such effects which cause the
hum to increase when a change
is made in a circuit that at first
thought would appear to be one
which ought to cause a reduc-
tion in hum.

There are of course various
ways in which resistance capa-
city filters may be connected to
the tube. Certain possibilities
are illustrated in Fig. 3. In this
circuit we show a resistance ca-
pacity filter in plate circuit of T1
and indicate how the condenser
C3 may be connected either to
ground or directly back to the
cathode of the tube. In such
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circuits, it is usually better to
connect the condenser directly
back to the cathode since this ar-
rangement returns the A. C. au-
dio currents directly to the ca-
thode of the tube. In this con-
nection, however, it must be
realized that such an arrange-
ment causes the hum currents
from the B supply circuit to also
flow through the C bias circuit.
In certain cases this may prove
desirable, and in others undesir-
able, and it is a matter of experi-
ment to determine which ar-
rangement gives the best results.

Resistance capacity filters are
also connected in the grid cir-
cuits as shown in Fig. 3. Here
we also show two possible a,
rangements; one which utilizes a
resistance RI and a condenser
Cl with the condenser returned
to the cathode of the tube and
the resistance connected to the
ground. The alternative arrange-
ment is to eliminate the resis-
tance capacity filter and connect
the lower end of R4 directly to
ground. The latter arrangement
is usually best for the following
reasons.

The A. C. current in the plate
circuit of T1 causes current to
flow through R3 and C4 R4.
Since these currents originate
from Tl, it is necessary that they
be returned by the most direct
path back to the cathode of TI.
The currents through R3 are re-
turned to the cathode by C3.
The currents through R4 must
also be returned to the cathode
of Tl. If we use a resistance
capacity filter RI Cl, in the grid
circuit of T2, then the currents
in R4 must flow through Cl and
the C bias circuit of T2, in order
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to return to the cathode of Tl.
Such arrangement is obviously
undesirable and it is therefore
better not to use any filter in the
grid circuit but to connect 124
directly to ground. With such
an arrangement the currents go
directly to ground and hence
back to the cathode of TI. To
use a resistance capacity filter in
the grid circuit of T2, would ac-
tually cause an increase in the
common coupling between the
two tubes. Such filters in the
grid circuit should therefore not
be used in resistance coupled am-
plifiers. They can be used in
conjunction with transformer
coupled amplifiers since in such
amplifiers the primary and sec-
ondary of the transformer iso-
lates the two circuits. Using
grid circuit filters in resistance
coupled amplifiers, may actually
cause an increase in hum and in-
crease in coupling between the
two circuits.

In the circuits of Figs. 1 and 3,
we also indicate condensers con-
nected across the C bias resistor.

is de-
termined largely upon the value
of the C bias resistor and the am-
plification constant of the tube.
It is usually sufficient, however,
to make the bypass condenser
across the C bias resistor of a
value such that the impedance
of the C bias circuit is small in
comparison with the value of the
C bias resistor. Let us, for ex-
ample, consider a power tube cir-
cuit in which no resistance capa-
city filter is used in the grid cir-
cuit of the power tube. The
A. C. current developed in the
plate circuit must return to the
filament through the C bias cir-
cuit. The A. C. voltage drop
across the C bias circuit will be
equal to the A. C. plate current
times the C bias impedance. The
voltage drop across the C bias
circuit is impressed back on the
grid of the power tube and it has
a phase relation such as to de-
crse the amplitude of the sig-
nal.ea The overall gain of the
power tube circuit is therefore
reduced if any considerable
amount of A. C. voltage appears
across the bias circuit; to keep
the voltage across the circuit low
it is necessary to use bypass con-
densers across C bias resistors.
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